Welcome to the first DIOM newsletter in 2014! Hope that everyone is doing well in your studies!
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Students Overseas Trip (SOT)

Congratulations to James Ng (DSCM Year 1) and Darius Ong (DIOM Year 1) presented their market entry proposal at the National Grand Finals 2013 (20 Jul 13). DIOM student participated in the FedEx International Trade Challenge Singapore 2013.

Best Faciliators Awards AY2012/2013

NUR HAZIRAH BTE RIDZUAN

DIOM'08 (Major in Logistic & Supply chain management)

Year graduated from RP: 2012

Current Status: Working as a Service Ambassador in OCBC Bank and concurrently taking up a module offered in AY 2013 Semester 2.

Although, back then in many people's eyes, there were many comments on RP but there were also individuals who have delivered quality service. Thanks to RP, my facilitators and fellow students who have supported me.

I am currently working as a Service Ambassador in OCBC Bank and concurrently taking up a module offered in AY 2013 Semester 2.

I was able to manage my time and learn how to be independent, manage & deal with different team mates (slackers, slackers, slackers...). With the support of my facilitators and peers in RP, PBL has not only enabled us to analyse and apply knowledge but also to add value to their problem solving skills. Throughout my 3 years in RP, I had learned to be proactive and participate actively in class discussions. And the countless presentations and working with people whom you have never met before. Learning education system. It was a unique approach to learning and allowed students to embrace, share, and listen on various topics in the symposium. Some of our students manage to win awards at the symposium. A total of 12,000 visitors visited RP during the symposium.

I want to thank all the students who shared their personal experiences and stories. You are the best and you make RP proud.

Student Overseas Trip (SOT)

There are two main purposes of the trip: to learn about the working culture of companies in the region and to mingle and network with professional in the symposium. The organizing committee for the symposium was comprised of the DIOM's first batch of graduands. The symposium was held at Marina Bay Sands (MBS) Convention Centre. The 2-day symposium was attended by 800 project management professionals and managers from both the private sector and civil service sector. The event is a great success with good feedback from participates that attended the Symposium.

The symposium was attended by 800 project management professionals and managers from both the private sector and civil service sector. The two-day symposium was a great success with good feedback from participates that attended the Symposium.

A total of 12,000 visitors visited RP during the symposium.

Despite some challenges...